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33 Reference Points for Evidence of
Your Shift Within

Opening Our Freedom Bridge
Through the V-Power Phenomenon

 by Leah LaChapelle            

OPEN to           

Divine Feminine - be sure to scroll down to see  
the "V" images.....!

    The"V"

             ... has been showing up everywhere.
The phenomenal appearance of the letter "V" is a subliminal sign,

message, and call to all beings to be transformed into balanced Divine
Feminine Presence, as our own freedom bridge. 

Why does the "V" represent Divine Feminine?  Because it's an
image of OPEN.

Open as in, you can't give birth with your knees closed!!
Likewise, we can't give birth to the new conscious

humanity with our hearts closed!!
The “V” is a picture of

the energetic posture and vibration of the divine feminine: OPEN.
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V-Power has nothing to do with gender!  For both male and female,
this is all about the opening of our HEARTS

as birthers of the freedom that we are. 
Divine Feminine is another way to say

the opening of the heart – - - all the way open! 
There are 2 basics for the opening of the heart:

*Releasing all judgement
*Placing your masculine orientation in service to your feminine

orientation.  (This is a balancing within each individual.)
Interesting…..

                          the letter “V” is the Roman numeral “5”. 
                                    “V” is also the 5th letter from the end of         

our English alphabet.
Welcome to the 5th

dimension   and the birth of the Golden Age of
Divine Feminine!

             V - Original mini series
Take a look at just some of the images
that are the “V” phenomena:

    V For Vendetta movie The View TV show           The Voice TV show Valero gas

V - TV series remake Until the Violence Stops movement  V magazine VMen end Violence
                                                                                                                                                            against
women
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Shell V-Power gasoline          V Not
Orange

energy drink

Lexus 1 Billion Women Dancing                                VMan magazine
                                                                    2/14/2013 Valentines Day

VFiles TV VISA  Michelangelo's The Last Supper
                                                                                                                       (notice the "V" formed between

Jesus and the one seated to his
right)

Everything is Vibration.  V-v-v-v-v    is  a   V-v-v-vibration.
Here are a few key ascension words that have that vivacious, voluminous “V”
sound with - verve to serve - as trigger vibrations, to remind us of our V-Power
and the birth of freedom that is underway for a new Humanity:  Vaginal, vulva,
vortex, vibration, vitality, veil,  virgin, virtual, victory, vas deferens, vibrant,
evil, live, pivot, love, arrive, reveal, divine, thrive, wave, event, universe, five,
evolve.

Now that the Golden Age is here, things have shifted within! 
Check these 33 subtle reference points

 for evidence of your shift within, by hearing yourself say:
          I AM…..
1.   …..able to say with ease and grace that I am a 5th dimensional being.
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2.   …..letting the love, that can never be extinguished, be the answer for everything, as the
ultimate context.  I am looking for new ways of appropriating love for others and myself.  In
every situation.
3.   …..finding  time  to  unplug  and  be  willing  to  let  go  of  the  incessant  need  for  social
electronics  and  internet.   I  am  learning  to  receive  direct  downloads  from  streams  of
consciousness.
4.   …..letting go of fear of self disclosure, opting for authenticity and transparency.
5.   …..realizing that humans have but one search – for that of who we really are.
6.   …..allowing my eating to be transformed, supporting local food systems, and growing my
own food.
7.   …..discerning and trusting my intuition, even when it doesn’t look logical or like anyone
else’s.
8.   …..practicing the Law of Attraction as though it is as count-on-able as the Law of Gravity.
9.    …..seeing all beings as One.
10.  …..processing my fear and transmuting it, recognizing that fear is unexpressed love.  I
am coming out of the fiction of the old paradigm system.
11.  …..modeling  just how obsolete suffering and victim consciousness is.  I am taking
responsibility for my life.
12.  …..appropriating my philosophy consistently, so that my personal behavior, habits, and
actions are congruent with my commitment to transform our planet.
13.  …..observing, apart from judgement or panic, whatever it is that the dualistic
contrarians and controllers feel they must  do before freedom breaks out.  I am sending
forth enlightened and harmonizing activism.
14.  …..mindful of my relationship with our Earth mother and supporting New Paradigm
technologies.
15.  …..aware of the existence of a dark agenda of both terrestrial and off-world overlords.
16.  …..aligned with the largess of my Soul.  I love my personality and also am not limited to
it.
17.  …..surrendered to the greater reality of universal Love.  I am letting go of the need to
control or attack or cringe in fear.  I am exhibiting complete vulnerability with
unprecedented focus and power.
18.  …..humbly aware that people will know where to find the Christ because they know me.
19.  …..letting Facebook serve as a reminder that we are not limited to our personalities or
outward appearance.
20.  …..at-one-ment with the police, the “authorities”, and asleep people.  At the same
time, I am not at the effect of them.
21.  …..putting time itself  in perspective, and living outside of the tyranny of time.  I am
ageless.    
22.  …..reinterpreting the felt negatives, so that they help me evolve.  I am giving up worry.
23.  …..remembering that all it takes is 2 or 3 gathered together  in like frequency, to have a
Christed assembly.  I am finding those people who are dedicated, not to being assimilated,
but to being assembled.
24.  …..declining the invitation to be governed by the anti-Christ, which is my own ego.
25. …..empowering myself with alchemy and wizardry and the art of creative manifestation.
26.  …..imagining a society in which money or even barter, as the basis of our value system,
is  archaic,  with  all  individual  Earth  inhabitants  being  fully  self  expressed  and  active
participants in “contribunity”.
27.  …..harmonizing challenging situations, vibrationally, for the best and highest good of all.
28.  …..embracing my whole self just as I am.  I am taking good care of myself.  I am a self
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healer.
29.  …..staying open regarding new teachings while becoming less and less attached to any
belief system.
30.  …..listening more and speaking with more depth, clarity, and power.
31.  …..eliciting the highest light and true identity in others.
32.  …..having FUN doing all these things!
33.  …..receiving the balance of  Divine Feminine through the opening of  my heart,  and
participating proactively in the birth of the New Humanity.

If you are experiencing some or most of these, welcome home!  If you’d like
support  in  coming  online  as  a  5D  being,  contact  me  and  we  can  partner
together in being the birther and the birthee that we are…..!

Most people think of this as the peace sign -->
             and it is, but let's shift into higher gear.....

          it's a "V"!!!!!
new symbol for each individual to

       OPEN
     our heart to divine peace

      through the Divine Feminine

 The birth of the new Humanity is     

happening through the opening
       of men's and women's hearts to

       Divine Feminine.

       Birth happens.  OPEN to V-Power.....!
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Leah LaChapelle is a Trans-dimensional Awakening Coach in Austin, Texas.
To book your Waking Up To….. Me! personal session with Leah, simply send an
email to: leah@fearorlove.com.
Visit www.FearOrLove.com
(New Paradigm sliding scale of $11-$77 for 1 ½ hours by Phone, Skype, Google
+ Hangout, or In Person)
                                   Gift Certificates also available
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